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PREFACE 
For the determination of internal conversion coefficients S-
spectrometer methods have been used most commonly. These methods, 
however, .fail just in the interesting case of isomers not following 
an intense branch in S-decay or K-capture, or in cases .where the 
conversion coefficient is high. In these cases comparison of the gamma 
and x ray intensities is almost inevitable and is usually accomplished 
by use of a scintillation spectrometer, +n cases where the conversion 
·:ii· 
coefficients can be found by both S-spectrometer and scintillation 
metho.ds, the results have found to be in good agreement. 
The author is indebted to Dr. H.P. Hotz for his valuable guidance, 
continuous aid and encouragement during .the execution of this work. I 
would also like to express my appreciation to Professor C. F. Harris 
for the loan of the sources;.to Mr. C. Northup for helpful discussions; 
and to Dr. B. C. Groseclose and Mr. G.D. Loper for assistance and loan 
of equipment, 
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INTRODUCTION 
Definition of Internal Conversion 
Internal Conversion is usually referred to in the following way. 
When a nucleus is in an excited state for which the excitation energy 
is less than the binding energy of a nuclear particle, the nucleus will 
go to a lower energy state predominantly by either one of two competing 
processes .. Either a gamma ray photon will be emitted or the nuclear 
excitation energy will be transferred to one of the orbital electrons 
by interaction of one of the· nucleons with an orbital electron resulting 
the ejection of the orbital electron from the atom, the latter process 
is referred to as internal conversion (1). With the transition energy 
greater than 1,02 MeV, there is a possibility of an electron-positron 
pair being emitted instead of an orbital electron or photon and this 
takes place but with a frequency very small relative to gamma emission. 
If we let the decay constant Aq represent the probability per second 
2 for the emission of a photon, whose energy is hf = kmc , by. a radiative 
nuclear multipole transition, and the decay Ae represent the probability 
per second that this same nuclear multipole field will transfer its 
' 2 
energy hf= kmc to any bound electron in its own atom, then the total 
internal conversion coefficient a is defined as (2) a= Ae/Aq = Ne/Nq. 
The ratio Ne/Nq is sometimes called the branching ratio ·where, Ne is 
the number of conversion electrons per second and Nq is the number of 
photons per second. The total transition probability is then, 
1 
2 
A.=;\_+;\. t q e and the total number of nuclei transforming is Nq + N:e .or 
Discussion of Internal Conversion Coefficients 
It will be shown in the theory section that the internal conversion 
coefficients will depend on many things of interest such as the energy 
of transition, the atomic number of the emitter, the shell or subshell 
from which the electron is ejected, the multipolarity L of the angular 
momentum of the radiated field, and the character of the transition, 
electric or magnetic. Usually when the nuclear excitation energy is 
small and the angular momentum change is large, internal conversion 
will predominate over gamma emission. In this case the nuclear exci-
tation energy is transferred to one of the penetrating orbital electrons, 
usually a K electron, resulting in the electron being ejected from the 
atom. This produces vacancies in the K shell and other shells of the 
atomic electrons but with the majority of the vacancies in the K shell. 
Therefore internal conversion transitions are accompanied by x ray 
emission spectra. No change in nuclear charge is involved with internal 
conversion or gamma emission so the x ray spectra are·characteristic of 
the element in which the nuclear transition took place, The relative 
probability that a vacancy in the K shell is filled under emission of 
K x ray is. called the "Fluorescent Yield" of the K shel 1, Wic • Accord-
ing.to Burhop (3) Wic depends on the nuclear charge as: 
~ 3 (llJic /1-.Wic) 4 = -A + BZ - CZ 
V,Hues for the constants A, B, and C have been given by Burhop and by 
Roos (4). More recent data has been used by Hagedoorn and Wapstra (5) 
to derive these constants and they tend to give somewhat lower values 
3 
in the region 20<Z<30 than those of Burhop or Roos, 
The vacancies in the atomic shells due to internal conversion are 
filled again by electrons from outer shells and the energy released 
may be carried off by an x ray quantum or it can be transferred to 
another electron which is then ejected from the atom, Such an electron 
is called an "Auger Electron" (6). The resulting atom is ionized in 
two shells, which.may be identical, In almost the same way .as fluores-
cence yield one can define an auger yield and these can be used in 
determining internal conversion coefficients, 
During the past three decades many measurements of internal con= 
version coefficients have been made and the theory of internal conver-
sion of gamma rays has been improved by several people (7, 8, 9, 10, 11), 
Calculations of the theoretical values of internal conversion coeffi-
cients (12, 13, 14, 15, 16) have been made and those for the K shell 
are thought to be good to wtthin less than one per cent, Most of the 
measurements have been in agreement with the theory and have served as 
a significant test for the theory although their accuracy in some 
instances was not within one per cent, The first people to measure the 
internal conversion coefficients for the two gamma.rays in the decay of 
Co60 were Deutsch and Siegbahn (17) at the Nobel Institute for Physics, 
They used a large double-focusing spectrometer which permitted a reso-
lution of one per cent. Comparison of their results with the theoreti-
cal values of Rose (16) indicated that the parity change must be the 
same in both transitions and that the two gamma rays are probably elec-
tric quadrupoles, Waggoner, Moon, .and Roberts (18) used a double coil, 
thin lens magnetic beta-ray spectrometer to measure the internal conver-
sion coefficients of the gamma rays from Co60 , Cs134 , and Zn6 ~, The 
4 
results obtained compare well with the theoretical values and indicate 
that both of the gamma rays from Co60 are electric quadrupoles, Also 
using a.double lens beta ray spectrometer but with a thin.window,.the 
internal conversion coefficients of Co60 were investigated by F.an (19) .. 
The results of all the previous measurements of Co60 can be put in 
the following table. 
Deutsch and Siegbahn 
TABLE I 
PREVIOUS RESULTS FRO Co60 
CY (104 ) 
Exp. 
Gamma 
1.17 MeV 2.32 
1.33 MeV 1.83 
± 
± 
Waggoner, Moon, and Roberts 1.17 MeV 1. 733 ± 
1. 33 MeV 1.286 ± 
Fan, Chang-Yun 1.17 MeV 1. 72 ± 
1.33 MeV 1.24 ± 
0.6 
0.5 
0.061 
0.035 
0.17 
0.12 
Theor. 
EQ MD 
1.545 1.387 
1.175 1.034 
Since all the previous measurements shown in Table I were made 
with high resolution beta ray spectrometers, they are expected to be 
more accurate than the measurements in the present study, but our 
scintillation spectrometer measurements agree well with the previous 
measurements. The scintillation spectrometer does not have the high 
resolution of the beta ray spectrometer but has the advantage of 
measuring weak sources. In most cases where internal conversion 
coefficients are to be measured both types of spectrometers are 
usually employed. 
The Scintillation Spectrometer 
A phosphor coupled to a photomultiplier tube was first successfully 
used to detect ionizing radiation in about 1944. Since that time 
5 
phosphors have been used in a variety of ways for detecting different .... 
types of ionizing radiation. Some of the characteristics of this type 
of detector compared to other means of measurement are high sensitivity 
to gamma rays, response proportional to the incident radiation, rapid 
response time and fast decay times. Sodium iodide, activated with 
thallium, combines a number of excellent properties which make it one 
of the most important scintillation phosphors. Nal (Tl) ·has about the 
highest energy conversion efficiency of any known phosphor and can be 
grown in large single transparent crystals. So as a scintillator for 
spectrometric measurements, NaI(TD is probably superior to any other 
material so far known. 
The working principle of a scintillation spectrometer can be 
summarized in the following way. A gamma or x ray quantum being absorbed 
in the Na! (Tl) crystal causes a light flash. This light flash on the 
photosensitive cathode of the photomultiplier causes an avalanche of 
electrons to reach the anode of the photomultiplier tube. This generates 
a pulse which is amplified many times by a non-overloading linear 
amplifier. With many pulses being ampiified they.can be sorted by use 
of a single channel pulse height analyzer and counted separately by a 
scaler. Ab.lock diagram of the instrument is given in Figure 1, and a 
full discussion of the various components will be given in.Chapter III. 
crystal 
photo 
tube 
source 
high 
voltage 
SU .1 
Eg" - fier linear amplifier 
scaler 
pulse 
height 
anal zer 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Scintillation Spectrometer 
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All processes involved are linear and a curve showing the number 
of pulses of a certain amplitude versus the amplitude (pulse height) 
gives information about the energy spectrum of the absorbed radiation. 
A typical scintillation spectrum of a single gamma ray is shown in 
Figure 2 and may contain the following features: a photopeak at a 
pulse height corresponding with the gamma ray energy E, pair peaks at 
E-1022 keV and at E-511 keV, and escape peak (Figure 3) at E E -28.5 
keV, and a Compton continuum containing all energies up to E - E'. The 
TT 
energy of gamma rays with initial energy E becomes after Compton scat-
tering through an angle e, 
E' e 
and the minimum remaining energy is obtained in back scattering (9 n) 
. r'' 
E' 
TT 
m c 2 0 
A backscattering peak at energies slightly higher than E 1 is an always 
TT 
present spurious feature and its intensity depends on the counting 
arrangement. 
Counts 
per 
Minute 
backscattering peak 
Compton 
continuum 
'' 
photopeak 
\ I \ I 
\ I ,,. 
Y., 
/ " 
Pulse Height 
Figure 2 o . Scintillation Spectrl1lll of a . ..--- 1 MeV Gamma Ray 
Counts 
per 
Minute 
escape peak 
7 
photopeak 
Pulse Height 
Figure 3 Scintillation Spectrum of an ,-J 60 keV Gamma Ray 
Some of the problems involved with the scintillation spectrometer 
can now be pointed out, however they will be discussed further in 
Chapter III. The efficiency of ,~he scintillation spect.rometer is a 
function of the gamma ray energy so the spectrometer has to be cali-
brated at various energies. At low energy this efficiency can be 
computed but at higher energies the computation is c;:omplicated due to 
the second order processes (20). At low.energies the Compton absorption 
cross-section is.negligible compared to the photo.absorption cross-
section and in this case for energies lower than•lOO keV. 
The complex gamma ray spectra can be analyzed.into components 
by successively subtracting the single spectra due to the highest 
energy gamma ray (21). For low energy·lines,.which are broad.and 
accompanied by e_.~~pe peaks, the separation from the background due 
to Compton continuum of higher energy gamma rays is not easily 
accolI!plished. However, a knowledge of the ratio o.f the area under the 
escape peak.and that under the photo peak will help in separating such 
peaks from the background. 
The commercially canned crystal is covered with an Al~03 reflector 
.8 
and Al container. Necessary corrections for absorption must be made 
especially for the x rays. 
THEORY 
Theory of Inorganic Crystal Scintillators 
In the present study we are more specifically interested in the 
photoelectric process produced by x and 'Y radiation in an inorganic 
solid and by visible and ultraviolet photons at metal surfaces. A 
discussion of the effect at metal surfaces can be found in most text 
books and can be extended to include interaction of quanta with elec-
trons bound to individual atoms. In an inorganic crystal such as 
sodium iodide activated with thallium, the mechanism for the production 
of the scintillation can be described best in terms of the band picture 
of solids (22, 23). Sodium iodide activated with thallium belongs to 
the class of ionic crystals as classified by Seitz (24). The electronic 
energy states of a single atom or molecule are a series of discrete 
levels, however in an inorganic crystal latticethe outer electron 
energy levels are perturbed by mutual interactions between the atoms 
or ions. These levels are brdadened into a series of continuous 
"allowed" energy bands, separdted by "forbidden" regions of energy. 
The inner electronic levels of the atom are practically undisturbed 
and retain their normal character. For an insulator the energy band 
system is shown in Figure 4 such that in the normal state, the lower 
energy bands are completely filled, while the higher bands are empty. 
The bands extend through the crystal, .and electrons are free to move 
in them without additional activation energy. Motion through a filled 
9 
10 
band does not cause electrical conduction, sincr equal numbers of elec,-
trans move in opposite directions. The highest filled.band is separated 
from the lowest empty band by an energy of a few electron volts. Elec-
trans in the filled band may be raised into the empty bands by the 
absorption of quanta, having positive holes in the filled band ... Photo,-
conductivity·then occurs due to the motion of the excited electrons.and 
positive-holes. 
7 ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2Fl 
. Xa 
C conduction band 
~ 1 and Xa forbidden 
bands 
F1 and F2 filled 
bands 
Figure 4. Energy Band System of an Insulator 
This simple model applies only to insulators having a perfect 
crystal lattice. In practice, variation due to lattice defects, etc., 
occur in the energy.bands producing.local electronic energy·levels in 
the normally forbidden region below the conduction band. If these 
levels are unoccupied, electrons moving_in the conduction band in 
their vicinity may.drop to the valence band by emission of photons and 
this is the process of fluorescence. Most inorganic crystalline phos~ 
phors are activated by the inclusion of impurity atoms in the crystal 
lattice. Additional energy levels are introduced locally by the impurity 
ions which .creates .fluorescent centers (25). The energy band for an 
impurity-activated phosphor is shown in Figure 5. 
C 
-----· .. ·t-------11-
1 
h-P--·-.,_,--_:""'t,..-
~ff~ F 
F_igure 5 .. Energy Band for an Impurity-Activated Phosphor 
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An excited electron in the conduction band may lose its energy with-
out the emission of photons, say.to thermal energy or lattice vibration. 
This process is referred to a~ one of quenching and it might be pointed 
put that the temperature effects are very important. Another possibility 
is the trapping of the electron at the energy associated with the impurity 
atoms. When this occurs, the level is referred to as a metastable state. 
The electron will remain in the metastable state until raised again to 
the conduction band or until it drops to the valence band with the emis-
sion of a quantum. From the conduction band the electron can undergo any 
of the three processes just described. If, after being trapped in the 
metastabl'e state, the electron drops to the valence band with the emissiori. 
of photons, .the phenomenon is phosphorescence. 
Theory of Internal Conversion 
A nucleus in an excited state, for which the excitation energy is 
less than the binding energy of a nuclear particle, may emit a gamma ray 
in making a transition to a state of lower energy or the energy released 
may be utilized to eject an atomic electron from one of the bound states 
into the continuous energy spectrum. These two processes are competing 
in the sense that one or the other takes plac~ when a given nucleus makes 
a transition provided the energy is less than 1.02 .MeV. If the energy is 
greater than 1.02 MeV then there is a possibility of the energy appearing 
as an electron-positron pair. The internal conversion coefficient is a 
measure of the relative probability of the processes and is defined as 
the ratio of the total number of ejected (conversion) electrons per unit 
time to the total rate of emission of gamma rays. The theoretical treat-
ment which follows is essentially that of Preston (54). 
. 12 
·In order to obtain an internal conversion coefficient we will 
consider the interaction between two particales which takes place by 
the way of the coupling of each particle with the.radiation field. 
We must consider the quantum-mechanical description of the interaction 
energy. One of these particles will be taken to be a Dirac electron 
and the other to be a nucleon to which the ra~iation field is coupled. 
The equations of motion for a nucleus coupled to an electromagnetic 
field depend intimately on the essentially unknown nuclear forces, 
but for the internal conversion coefficient of a point nucleus it is 
unnecessary to specify the nuclear dynamics in detail. 
We will consider a total system that consists of the radiation 
field and two particles with subscripts l·and 2. We will let particle 
1 be a Dirac electron and particle 2 a nucleon to which the radiation 
field is coupled. The hamiltonian equation for the system is 
(2 .1) 
where t designates the time and the units are such that, in this equation, 
Hr is the hamiltonian of the radiation field alone; Hi (A) and H2 (A) refer 
to particles 1 and 2 in the presence of the field, whose vector potential 
is A. Thus H1 and Rs contain the coupling terms which represent the 
interaction between particles and field. 
For the Dirac electron 
H;1 = -a · (p - e1 A) - . [3m + e1 U (2 .2) 
where e1 is the electron charge, m the electron mass, the matrices a 
and~ are 
where each element is a two-by-two matrix and a is defined as 
..... n -a= 2 s. 
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. Ui can also be written as 
(2.3) 
·where 
Hi (O) = .. a . p - Sm (2 .4) 
is the free particle 
hamiltonian and 
H1 (A)= ~1 (a· A+ U) (2. 5) 
is the coupling term. 
Corresponding to the decomposition of A and U into complex fields, we 
have 
(2. 6) 
and '%(A) is the functional of A defined by the form of Equation 2.3. 
It is essential to consider the effect o.f a gauge transformation. 
If the wave functional* describes the Dirac electron so that 
(2. 7) 
and we make the transformation 
,Ir . - iel S ,I, I 
'I' = e . 'I' (2. 8) 
where Sis a (one-by-one) function of the coordinates and time, it 
· follows that 
.. ,ll' = .i:1_1,1, 1 
1 at ·j, 'I' (2. 9) 
where 
(2.10) 
where H1 is given by (2.2). This result (2.10) is quite general and 
describes the effect of the unitary transformation on (S hermitian) 
any.hamiltonian equation. It follows that 
(2. fl) 
where A' stands for the gauge ... transformed potentials. ·. Equation 2 .11 
14 
then states that a gauge transformation on the potential is equivalent 
to a canonical transformation (unitary) on the basis o/· A canonical 
transformation does not change the matrix elements of the coupling 
operator~ and we can conclude that the transition ~robabilities are 
independent of the gauge as lbng as the property expressed by Equation 
2.11 is fulfilled. That is, the hamiltonian.for which Equation 2.11 
is fulfilled is then said to be gauge invariant. 
For the Dirac electron the construction of the gauge-invariant 
hamilton is given by Equation 2.2. However, if there are interaction 
terms, such as those representing the nuclear forces in H2 (0), which 
do not commute·with S, the gauge-invariant hamiltonian may be much more 
complicated and its exact form depends on the nature of these nuclear 
interactions .. Since these nuclear interactions are not completely 
understood,the interaction will be treated .in a general way. So ,for 
particle 2 we write, 
. H2 (A) = H(O) + H(l) (A) + H(Z) (A) + ... (2.12) 
which corresponds to an expansion in the vector potential or coupling 
constant e 2 • Thus H(O) is the free-particle hamiltonian, H(l) (A) is 
homogeneous and of second degree in A, etc, Each term in Equation 2.12 
is hermitian. Since we are interested only.in single quantum emission 
(1) 
or absorption, the terms beyond H will be dropped. So we write, 
H(l)(A) = H(l)(A)e-iwt + H(l)(A*)eiwt (2.13) 
where A, M't are time independent. 
Consider the following situation: At t = 0, particle 1 is in a 
state of zero energy, particle 2 in an excited state of energy W. 
This is the initial state and will be given the subscript i. There 
are two intermediate states described by the following scheme: 
15 
Particle· 1 Particle 2 quantum energy 
State·j 0 0 
State j 1 E w w 
That is,.for state j a (virtual).quantum of energy w has been emitted 
by.·particle ·2 whose energy after emission is zero. For state ·j' a 
.quantum .of energy w has been emitted by particle 1 which takes the 
energy E after emission. The final.state,.with subscript f, .is one in 
which there are no radiation quanta,.particle·l is .in the state with 
energy·E, and particle 2 is in the state with zero energy. This state 
is reached from j or j' by absorption of radiation energy.w by particle 
1 or·2. 
The total wave function 1 is expanded into functionals of states, 
i, j, j', f: 
(2.15) 
Then the equations of motion for the probability amplitudes 
a1 ------ ar take the form (26) 
.. iai = w,a1 +JdwH aJ (w) aw· + J dwH ~w a .i7(w) (2.16a) 
.. 
= +H + JdEHWE at (E) (2.16b) 1.a, j wa,J a ow i 
. ' i a J' = (w + w + E)a/ + H~0 a.1 + JdEl·l~ af (E) (2 .16c) 
. 
+Jdw..B: aj (w) +JdwH' aj'(w) (2.16d) iar = ·Ear 
E llJ E W 
Here.Jdw implies an integration over all intermediate photon energies 
and a sum over e, 1, M, .that is, .over the complete set of multipole 
fields (27) in terms ofwhich the general radiation field is expanded, 
as in Appendix A. The integration designated by JdE sums over the 
energies of the Dirac electron and also implies a spin summation. The 
matrix elements are defined by 
H 
EW 
H' 
EW 
H = 
.WO 
16 
e(2n/w)~JdT*f[a·ALJi)(wr) + iC/ll. M(i)(wr)]*1 
e 1 (2n/w)~J0! 1 ·ALJi)(wr') + icp~(i)(wr')]~ 1 
'(2 I )~r' A (i)< ') . M(i)*< ')J e n w , J O! • L M wr 1.11\ wr \11 1 
(2.17a) 
(2.16b) 
(2.17c) 
H' = 
U)() 
~J (i)* M(i)* 
e (2n/w). dT*r~'l'[a·ALM (wr) - icpL (wr)H 1 (2.17d) 
in which* and .\11 are, respectively, the electronic and nuclear wave 
functions with the subscripts i and f referring to the initial and 
final states. Here e, r, dT and O! refer, respectively, to the charge, 
position, volume element, and Dirac operator for the electron. The 
(i) M(i) 
corresponding primed quantities refer to the nucleus and ALM and cpl 
are, respectively~ the vector and scalar potentials for the 2L-th 
multipole of the i-th type (electric, magnetic, or longitudinal). 
The equations for the probability amplitudes can be solved by the 
use of Laplace transformation (28). No assumption as to the general 
form of the solution has to be made so denoting the laplace transforms 
by the use of capitals, we have 
where S = ·'Tl - ik, and 'Tl~ 0. After applying the initial conditions 
a1 = 1 0 and ma,king the substitution w0 = w + E - k, 
the transforms of equations 2.16 are 
(w k - i'fl)A1 = -i - JdwHOWAj - JdwH~WAj1 (2.18a) 
Cw k i'fl)AJ - - H A. - JdEH Ar (2.18b) WO i tu: 
(w + w - i'fl)Aj - - H1 A - JdEH~Ar (2.18c) 0 wo i 
(E - k - i'fl)Ar - - JdwH Aj - JdwH' Af (2.18d) EW EW 
For the radiation processes which we are considering, Jar 1a is 
proportional to e4 . Therefore, as will be seen from the math below, 
A1 must be determined in fourth approximation. The zeroth approximation 
of A1 gives a(t) as a periodic function of the time; the second 
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approximation gives the decay of a(t) with the emission.of .the gamma-
quantum; and the· fourth a:l'proximation gives the d.ecay.of a(t) with 
both the emission of the gamma~quantum and the ejection of the orbital 
electron. Since the first approximation does not include the effect 
of the presence of the other electrons, Aj need be determined in third 
approximation; A; need be determined in second app.roximation only. 
In zeroth approximation (2.18a) gives 
(w - k - iT]),A 1 = -i. 
.· Substitution of (2 .19) into (2 .18b, c) yields Aj and Ay in first 
approximation. 
(w - k - i~)Aj = -HWoA1 
(2 .19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) (w + WO - iT])Aj' = -H~oAi 
Substitution of (2.20, 21) into 2.18d) gives 
H H 
Ar in second 
HI :a' 
approximation. 
(E - k - iT])Af - A1Jaw [ :~-~~ 
... w l. 
+ EWWOJ 
w+%-iTJ .· 
where the integral over w, .which we denote by Ufo is evaluated in 
Appendix B. 
(2. 22) 
Substitution of (2.20, 21) into. (2, 18a) gives A1 in second .approximation. 
H H H' H' 
iT])A = - i - A Jaw[ ow ~0 +·ow w~ J (2.23) 
1 1 w- k-1.T] w+w0 -1.T] . (w - k -
where the integral over w, which v;,e denote by iy1 , y1 being real and 
positive, is evaluated in Appendix B. Substitution of (2.22, 23) into 
(2.18b, c) gives Aj and At in the ttiird approximation: 
H 
(w ~ k - q)AJ = -HWoA1 - Ur 0 A1 JaE{i~k-iT]} (2. 24) 
and = -A1 [H + inUt 0 H1 k] WO W 
(w + w0 - iT])A/ = -A1 [H' + inUr 0 H'k] J wo w (2.25) 
where H k is H with E replaced by·k and likewise for H'k .. The 
.w ~ w 
·evaluation of the.integrals over.Eis discussed in Appendix B. 
Substituting (2.24, 25) into (2.18a) gives Ai to the fourth 
approximation: 
H H H' H' 
· (w - k - :L -n)A1 = -i+y1 A1 +inU Ai Ja.J ow ~kt ow w~J 
'I fo ~w-k-J.Tj W-Wo-l.TJ 
where the integral over w, which will be denoted by U0 f - U}\ is 
evaluated,in Appendix B. Then writing Ya= TT IUr 0 12 
Substitution of (2.26) into (2.22, 24) gives 
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(2.26) 
(2 .27) 
(2 .28) 
The inverse transfonns of (2.26, 27, ,28) can be obtained and they 
ate 
a.1 (t) = e[-iwt-(yl +ya)t] (2. 29) 
J -iwt [Hw0 +inUr 0 Hwk [e -a1 (t)} 
w-w+i ( Y1 +ya ) a..j ( t) -· (2.30) 
af (t) (2.31) 
Hence, 
(2. 32) 
and 
N:q = .Jaw la.J (oo)la =. ~ ~· +inUr 0 H k\2 Y1 a wo w (2.33) 
· Thus• . it is seen that i\ is proportional to .!Hwo +inUf O Hwkl,:;i rather than 
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The second term in (2. 33) represents the effect of the. pres.ence of 
the extra ... nuclear electrons .. In the case in which the radiation field 
is restricted to a given multipole, 
Hw + inUr O H k = e' (2n /k) \JdT' iJ?t[ai -AE\ (kr' )~ic,o: * (kr') ]iJ?i 
.o w 
x(1- (2rf e2 /k)x[J dTVNQ'· BL M (kr )+i1!{ (kr) H1 } 
x[JdTVf[O'·AE\ (kr)-ic,o:* (kr) Jwr J). (2. 34) 
This result agrees with the correspondence principle result of Taylor 
and Mott (29) and shows that the munber of quanta leaving the atom 
differs from the number ejected from the bare nucleus by a factor of 
order e2 • The·first·bracket in the correction term·represents the 
matrix .element. for electron transitions·. from bound to continuum state, 
.that is, the matrix element for the absorption of.a gamma-,quantum, 
. while· the second bracket represents the· matrix .. element for the emission 
of a gamma ... quantum. The correction term therefore represents an 
interference between the two radiation fields involved. 
Neglecting the factor of orde·r e2 , the internal conversion coeffi-
cient for the given multipole radiation is 
(2.35) 
·rf we make the assumption of a .point·nucleus, the matrix.element 
in nuclear space will cancel out and the internal conversion coefficient 
is then independent of any unknown nuclear properties. The only role 
which the·nucleus plays is to act as a sourceof a "virtual" electro-
magnetic field with specified energy, . angular momentum, and parity. 
The fact that the latter two properties condition the conversion co-
efficient constitutes the reason for the importance of this quantity 
in nuclear physics. In fact, the conversion coefficient is, in general, 
a rather sensitive·function of k, L, and the character of the transition 
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(electric or magnetic). 
The effect of the·finite size of the-nucleus on the.intern.al con-
version coefficient is incorporated in theprevious results, however, 
there is a question.as to the gauge to be used in the investigation . 
. There-is a contribution from inside the-nucleus to the internal.con-
version coefficient, but the range of r ·for the calcul.ation of internal 
conversion coefficients is taken as O<r<oo. The question arises as- to 
whether or not an extension of the range of r may be carried out with 
the radiation potentials expressed in terms of any arbitrary gauge. 
The answer is·in the negative as pointed out by-Dancoff ,and.Morrison 
(30). 
If, by a gauge transformation, we obtain another set of potentials 
·for which the integrand of the matrix element is small at the origin, 
.this latter set can be called correct. This condition is satisfied 
by the conventional gauge. 
The effect of the finite nuclear size on internal conversion has 
been studied by·Church and Weneser (31) especially·for magnetic dipole 
transitions. Internal conversion coefficients have been found in some 
cases to disagree with the calculated values by a.lmost an. order of 
magnitude. A theory of these anomalous terms in electric Dipole transi-
tions has been worked out by Nilsson and Rasmussen (32) and several of 
these cases have been investigated experimentally. This means that 
internal conversion is not the clear cut tool in nuclear physics that 
it was once -thought to be, but there is an advantage·to the effect of 
the finite nuclear size in that more information should be made available 
by a study.of these -internal conversion coefficients. In cases where 
the coefficients are high, they will bee&sier to measure by scintillation 
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spectroscopy experiments. 
APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Apparatus 
The app.ar-atus consists of the· following components.: source 
holder,.Nal(Tl) crystal, DuMont 6292 photomultiplier tube-and bleeder 
circuit, Hamner high voltage power supply, Sola constant voltage trans-
fonner,,preamplifier, .linear non-overloading amplifier,.single-channel 
.pulse height analyzer,. and scalar .. The source holder was made of two 
aluminum rings and mylar foil. The source was sandwiched between two 
· pieces of mylar and held in position by clamping the mylar between the 
two aluminum rings, The smaller ring has an inside. d_iameter of 2 .5 
inches and an-outside diameter of 2.75 inches. The large ring has 
inside diameters 2.5 and 2.75 inches and an outside diameter of3 
inches. 
The sodium iodide crystal activated with thallium (Harshaw type 
-8D8) was 2 inches in diameter and 2 inches thick .. The crystal was 
contained in.an aluminum can with a 0.125 inch glass optical window. 
A reflector_made of Al203 was used between the crystal and the housing. 
The wavelength for maximum.emission is about 4100 A and the crystal 
.has a density of 3.67 grams per cubic centimeter which is desirable for 
the absorption of the gamma rays and the short decay time was also 
desirable·for·fast counting. 
The Nal(Tl) crystal was mounted on the photomultiplier tube using 
Dow.Corning (Type QC-2-0057) silicone grease as an optical joint . 
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. Considerable care .was taken to clean these two. a,reas,i.and a thin film 
of the silicone .grease was spread .over the two are.as. The crystal.was 
·· then moved. from .the, side onto the top of the photomultiplier tube so 
that no air bubbles would be trapped between the two surfaces. The 
photomultiplier tube and crystal were then wrapped with black electrical 
tape which served as a light shield. 
The photomultiplier tube·used was a DuMont 6292. This tube has 
ten stages and a flat end-window type ·photocathode havi-ng a S-,11 s.pectral 
response. The tube is. 2. inches in diameter and· has .. a focusing shield 
that can be adjusted to have optimum collection of photoelectrons which 
.is accomplished by varying the ·potential between the shield and the 
photocathode as shown in Figure 6. 
0.001t-\l=. 0.001 "11' 0.0!MF-=-
Figure 6. Bleeder circuit for 6292 Photomultiplier Tube 
The 6292 tube has stability over ·long periods of time due to the 
materials, construction, .and arrangement of the dynodes ·within the tube. 
Potentials as high as 190 volts per stage may be·used-for maximum 
amplification and sensitivity, but for optimum performance and best 
comprimise between signal~to~noise ratio and amplification, potentials 
less than 125 volts per stage were used. 
The bleeder circuit was housed in an aluminum chassis box separate 
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• from the preamplifier. The resistors had toler,ances of ± one per cent 
with the resistance between the plate and last dynode, bein,g variable. 
This resistance can be adjusted to correct any·secondary emission effects 
that might .o.ccur. Negative high voltage was applied ,and the output is 
a negative pulse which is developed at the plate (pin 11). 
The· preamplifier used was a Baird-Atomic Model 231 which uses a 
stacked follower circuit. The preamplifier serves as an impedance 
matching device between the photomultiplier and the non-overloading 
amplifier and has a gain of almost one. The output of the·preamplifier 
is then coupled to a Baird-Atomic Model.215 linear non-overloading 
amplifier. The·Model 215 is a linear pulse amplifier and capable of 
fast recovery after severe overload. It can amplify small pulses in 
the presence of very la.rge overload pulses which makes it particularly 
useful forpulse height analysis of x rays in the presence of high 
energy gamma rays. The balance for low frequency components adjustment 
was adjusted, with the aid of an oscilloscope, for optimum performance. 
The overshoot was adjusted to less than one per cent to permit an 
energy less than 10 keV to be measured. A precision pulser and the 
60 cycle noise component was used to make these adjustments with the 
oscilloscope (Tektronix Type 545A). 
The single-channel pulse height analyzer is an instrument which 
generates an output pulse if and only if an input pulse has an amplitude 
falling between two preset voltages. Pulses of all other amplitudes 
are discarded. The dif,,ference between these two boundry voltages is 
called the channel width or window. The lower-level voltage is called 
the base line and may be adjusted to any~oltage between zero and 100 
volts, while the channel width is variable from zero to seven volts. 
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The single-channel analyzer is designed for high-res.elution pulse-
height analyi;;is and uses ·the·gain of an expander amplifier to reduce 
the drift. in channel width to a neglible amount. The channel width 
varied about 0.5.per cent over the entire range and was checked by 
using .a precision pulser. The input to the analyzer can be any pulse 
shape with a flat top .of at least one microsecond. The output is 
negative and variable from Oto 15 volts. 
The decade scalar used in a Hamner (Type N-221) and is particularly 
suited for.fast counting. The instrument has a dual low-level discrim-
inator and can resolve pulses separated by one microsecond. The·input 
is negative from -0.25 to.-5.0 volts . 
. Experifuental Method 
The·internal conversion coefficient of the K-shell can be measured 
by using a scintillation spectrometer. An atom, which has lost a K-
electron due to the internal conversion process will emit K x rays . 
. Thus with the scintillation spectrometer one can obtain a spectrum of 
a source with peaks corresponding to the gamma-ray and the x ray. 
Of course, the·x ·ray must be of energy above the limit determined from 
the overshoot setting of the linear amplifier .. That is the overshoot 
was adjusted to.less than one per cent to permit an energy less than 
,10 keV to be measured .. Using the following .methods it is possible to 
measure the relative intensity of the gamma rays and that of the x ray 
(33). Hence, the internal conversion coefficient of the K shell can 
be determined. 
The scintillation.spectrometer used to·determin,e•the relative 
intensity of the gannna .rays and that of the·x ray consists of the 
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. components previously described. in the section on-,,apparatus. 
block. diagram is shown in Figure 7. 
volts l 
.Kr t 1 t 0.06 
photo- pre- . ~ _l_i_n_e~r I S. chaniel 
mul tip iH-.,..,..----1 amp lifie.------11 1-• -----1 analyze 
b y amplfil r 
Figure 7. Typical Signals of the Spectrometer 
The spectrometer was checked thoroughly using a precision pulser 
and an oscilloscope. Adjustments were made so as to have pulses of 
the desired shape for the best performance of the system. The sh.apes 
of these pulses can be seen in Figure 7. The output pulse of the 
photomultiplier is developed near ground.potential so special precautions 
were taken on grounding the system. The syste~ was checked for erratic 
counts (34) in the following way. Two counting rates were obtained by 
taking two ten minute counts of a source ·with a long half-life. The 
deviation is cr = (.!i., +Ea)~ and k = (r1 - r 2)/a. Using this value of 
\.ti ta t1 ta 
k and the tables (34), the probability of obtaining this difference because 
of statistical fluctuations is about 0.5. So it is quite certain the 
counter is not receiving erratic counts since a probability as low as 
0.1 would also indicate that the counter was not receiving erratic counts. 
The crystal and photomultiplier were both shielded. The crystal 
was shielded by approximately 2 inches-of lead which-was in the form of 
a hollow cylinder and-enclosed the entire crystal. This lowered the 
counts due to the -natural background'. A ''Chi-squared Test" was run 
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to ,evaluat~ the, p.rohability tha.t,... the background. read-i-ngs .:f0.Llow ,the 
· gaussian distribution (35) ... The quantity l is define&,,.,as, 
i r= ' )i 2 - .,n-n1 .· X - • 
, 'i'i 
i 
-Thirty-five ten minute·readingsof background.were,taken and a value 
·of x2 was calculated to be-32.916. From the tables (36) a value.of 
0.6 was obtained for the-probability that the distribution-is gaussian. 
The· spectrometer was calibrated using :Co60 a,nd. Cs137 , sources.· The 
instrum.ent was very nearly ·linear at energies above 1 MeV, but the small 
.energy peaks were slightly.shifted toward higher energies on-the base 
· line (3, 7) . This small non-linear effect seemed to be characteristic 
'\ 
of the 6292 tube. 
It was found that many things affect the·. resolution of the 
·spectrometer, among these are: .crystal .fluorescent efficiency, _light 
collection efficiency, .photocathode efficiency and uniformity, photo-
electron collectidn efficiency, multiplication effect (38), space charge 
· limitation, amplifier noise· and predifferent iator non-linearity, , photo-
-multiplier noise, .. and fatigue effects .. The effects that were found to 
be· most importnat and could be· corrected most .. readily were· space · charge . 
·limitation,.amplifier noise andpredifferentiator non-linearity. The 
; 
·. RC value ·at the output of the ·photomultiplier was determined to. give 
·a pulse wl!ich was of duration suitable to the amplifier. It was•found 
that staggering the-resistances at the last three-dynodes and-plate-with 
small capacitances added between these-last three dynodes improved the 
· resolution of the instrument. A variable· resistance was added between . 
.. the· last dynode · a11;d the plate ·which could be adjusted for best resolution 
.. and cut down any ,-seccmdary emission that II\ight occur. 
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After the spectrometer was adjusted for the best resolution that 
could be obtained, spectra such as that shown in.Figure 13 could be 
d F h C 137 h 1 . 
·measure. or a source sue as s , were on y one .. gamma•.ray. is 
emitted, the K-shell internal conversion coefficient is relatively easy 
to determine. From a scintillation spectrum this can be done by compar-· 
ing the gamma. and x ray intensities as follows: aik = Nx /Ny~ 
Sxe: /S E:xwK.where S and Sx are the areas under the gamma,and.X-.ray y y y 
photopeaks in the scintillation spectrum. These areas can be found by 
using Simpson's rulefor irregular areas. The value for wK, the 
fluorescent yield. for the K-shell can be found in the tables (39). E:x 
and e: ari= the.efficiencies for the x and gamma ray respectively. y 
The efficiency is defined as the rati_.,on Nph/Ntotal where Nph is the 
number of pulses under the photopeak and Ntotal is the total number of 
quanta of corresponding energy entering the crystal. The efficiency 
depends very strongly on the energy and for low energy the efficiency 
is practically 100 per cent. By using sources which were calibrated, 
the efficieny could be determined from a knowledre of the source distance 
and dimensions of the crystal. The efficiency can also be found by a 
method described by Lazar, Davis and Bell (40). Using this method, the 
·peak efficiency, e:P o.f a scintillation spectrometer is defined as the 
probability that a gamma ray of energy E will cause a pulse that will 
fall in the full-energy peak if it strikes the crystal. Thus, the 
intensity of the gamma ray of energy Eis related to the area under the 
full~energy peak by the peak efficiency and solid angle. Because of 
the high probability for multiple collisions in the crystal, it is 
difficult to calculate e:P directly. However, it is relatively easy to 
calculate e:t, the total efficiency of the crystal for a gamma ray of 
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energy E. Then eP can be determined by a measurement of R, the ratio 
of the area under the full-energy peak to the area under the total 
spectrum. The peak efficiency is then, eP = Ret. 
Evaluation of R by experiment can easily .·lead to an erroneous 
result if considerable caution is not taken. The major difficulty lies 
in determining accurately the total spectrum of only a single incident 
gamma ray. The low energy portion of the spectrum .is most likely to 
be.in error due to noise and in correct location of the origin (zero 
energy). In Figure 8 the full ~nergy peak is represented by the 
cross-hatched area and the total spectrum by the sum of the shaded 
areas. 
Count 
Rate 
Energy 
Figure 8. Typical Areas under the Photo Peak 
and the Total Spectrum. 
The Monte Carlo method (41) has been used to calculate the peak 
.efficiencies. In this computation, the computer simulates the physical 
processes which would take place in the crystal due to interactions of 
an individual incident photon. The interactions are followed until 
all the photon energy is lost in the crystal or a photon escapes from 
the crystal. The values obtained by these calculations are somewhat 
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higher than those obtained from the methods previously described. 
,The x ray photo.peaks are attenuated by-the -amount of ;air-between 
the source and the crystal and the backcap .pf the crystal. .. Weak sources 
were used so that the source could be placed -on-top of the crystal 
doing away,:w:iththe attenuation by air, but corrections must be made for 
the attenuation by the alUII1inum foil backcap. The.mass attenuation 
coefficient can be detennined experimentally by using thex ray peak 
and sheets of aluminum foil of the correct thickness. Since the thick--
ness of the aluminum foil backcap is known, the amount of attenuation 
can easily ·be detennined. The experimental value of the mass attenuation 
coefficient was found to be less than the value given by the tables, 
because-a collimated beam was not used to obtain the experimental value; 
however the uncollimated value fits our experimental situation. The 
x ray of low energy must be pulled away from the region of noise and 
dark current and this is accomplished by increasing the gain of the 
linear amplifier. In order to see-how the area under the x ray peak 
behaved after an increase in gain, the area under the 32 keV x ray 
was determined at different settings of gain. Thus a correction of the 
·x ray_ peak area could be made if an increase in amplification were nee-
essary. The 32 keV.x ray was well defined without an increase in ampli-
fier gain and could be separated from the background due to the Compton 
continua very easily. An indication of how the separation from the 
background should be done was obtained by-looking at the scintillation 
spectrum of.Cs131 which emits only X-rays (42). Using this indication 
. the x ray peak can be separated from the background with the needed 
precision. 
' so For the case of complex spectra such as that of C0 ·, the complex 
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gamma spectra can.be analyzed into components by successively subtract-
ing the· sing.le .spectra due to the highest energy·-gamma ray (43). The 
· analysis into, the components was performed in the .following way: The 
Compton distributions were determined experimentally ·for Cs137.and Na:;i,a. 
These scintillation spectra were plotted on a sea-le such that, _the 
theor-et ical comp ton edges (comput-ed fr-om the -en-ergy of. the-- -gamma ray) 
coincide and the heights of the photopeaks become equal (Figure 9). 
An unknown Compton continuum such as that for the 1. 33 MeV gamma ray of 
Co90 can be obtained with a ~recision of about three per cent by .graphi-
cal interpolation. This is easily done since the counting rates and 
pulse heights are plotted logarithmically and the photopeak can be 
brought into the correct position by simply shifting the curve as a 
whole. 
After the complex spectra has been separated into single gamma 
ray photopeaks and their associated.spectra, the peak efficiency can 
be·found by the method previously.described. However, the peak effi-
ciency will be decreased since the two gamma rays are in cascade and 
a third peak in the· spectrum is possible (coincident sum peak) when 
both gamma rays are completely absorbed (44) in the crystal. This 
effect was found to be negligible in the case of Co60 . The K-shell 
internal conversion coefficients can be determined just as the case of 
one gamma ray previously described. However, the x ray peak is now the 
sum of the x ray peaks due to the internally converted gamma rays. 
To determine the area under each of the x ray peaks, a ratio of the 
theoretical values of the-K-shell internal conversion coefficients can 
be ·used. Thus, .. for Co6 0 81. 17 
_l( 
81.3a 
.x 
si. 17 e1. ss 
y 'Y 
81. 33 e1. 17 y y 
a?, 17 
. K 
where Q'~' 17 and a~ 133 are the mean possible theoretical values of 
Table II. 
Energy (meV) 
1.17 
1.33 
TABLE II 
. THEORETICAL VALUES OF Q'K (104 ) 
E 21 
0. 72 
0.58 
1.55 
1.17 
E 23 
3.01 
2.07 
M 21 
1.38 
1.03 
2.87 
2.07 
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Since the area under the sum of the x ray peaks can be measured and 
corrected for attenuation and an increase in amplifier gain, the K-shell 
internal conversion coefficients can be found. 
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PRESENTATION OF DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The following curves shown in Figures 10 through 16 were taken 
w;:i.th the photomultiplier tube voltage at 700 volts and .a 0.75 volt 
window on the single channel analyzer. These curves were corrected 
for background counts and the error bars were computed using the 
following relations, 
(J = <a! + ~)~ 
where cra _and crb are the standard deviations of the count rate with 
and without the sample. Since the background is small compared to 
the actual count rate, it is reasonable to assume that ab is negli~ 
gible so that 
where n is the number of counts and tis the time. So if n is the 
number of counts counted in a time interval t, the counting rater is, 
r ·= n/t. This value with its standard deviation is, 
r ± ae. = r.± (r/t)~ 
or in terms of per cent error we-have 
± 100% . r --1: = 
(rt) 2 
Therefore each point in the curves was determined by taking a 
large number of counts. The number of counts at the lower points in 
the curves was greater than 1100 so as to have the standard error 
less than three per cent in any c~se. In most.cases ten minute readings 
were· sufficient but some of the·. lower points ·required longer counting times. 
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The measurements for Cs137 are shown in Figures 10 through 12. 
The areas under these curves were determined by using Simpson's rule 
for irregular areas and corrected for background and attenuation. 
These values along with values from the tables which will be used to 
determine the K-shell internal conversion coefficient are listed in 
Table III. 
TABLE III 
VALUES USED TO DETERMINE G:'K FOR.Cs137 
~ 2-x.. ~ R 
2.22 (104 ) 6.16 (104 ) 4.94 (104 ) 0.452 
~ ~ -4 € _..jl., 
0.876 0.97 0.534 (a) 0.242 
(b) 0.258 
The value of E:P in Table III designated by (b) is the value 
obtained by using the method described by Lazar, .Davis and Bell and 
the one designated by (a) was obtained from the source strength, 
geometry and observed counting rate. 
The data for the mass attenuation coefficient for photons in 
aluminum using the 32 keV x ray are shown in Figure 12. This yielded 
the experimental value 0.93 cma per gram for the mass attenuation 
coefficient. This value is less than the value given in the tables 
since a collimated beam was not used to determine the experimental 
value. 'the area of the x ray peak was corrected using the experimental 
value and the K-shell internal conversion coefficient for Cs137 was 
found to. be 0.099 ± 0.010. 
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Figure 13 shows the scintillation spectrum of Co90 which was 
obtained using an amplifier gain of 2140. A resolution of 6 .1 per 
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cent was obtained for the 1.33 MeV gamma ray photopeak and a resolution 
of 6. 7 per cent for the 1.17 MeV gamma .ray photopeak. This resolution 
was obtained by taking the width of the photopeak at half the maximum 
counting rate for the position of the photopeak on the base line. The 
1.33 MeV gamma ray photopeak and its associated features was subtracted 
from the total spectrum as indicated in Figure 11. The treatment then 
was essentially that for two single gamma ray spectra and yielded the 
areas that are given in Table IV. The x ray photopeak shown in Figure 14 
was obtained by using an amplifier gain of 6400. The area of this peak 
is small and long counting times were used to have the needed accuracy 
for the points of the peak and those of the surrounding background. 
Figure 16 shows the relative position of the 32 keV x ray peak at the 
same settings of the spectrometer for which the Ni60 x ray was obtained. 
These positions indicate a slightly higher energy for both x rays and 
seemed to be characteristic of the photomultiplier tube. 
The Ni60 x ray was used to determine the mass attenuation coeffi-
cient for photons in aluminum as shown in Figure 15. These measurements 
yielded an experimental value of 30.4 cm2 per gram for the mass attenua-
tion coefficient. This experimental value is then used to correct the 
area under the x ray photopeak as given in Table IV. This value of 
the area was also corrected for the increase in amplifier gain and 
represents the sum of the areas of the x ray. peaks due to both internally 
converted gamma rays. 
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TABLE IV 
VALUES USEDTO·DETEMINE a,K FOR Co610 
gl,17 
....:::i. 
gl,33 
-=.!¥ Sx 
gl, 17 
t 
8.235 (103) 6.79 (103 ) 27 5.20 (10~) 
81.:u . e:l , 1 7 e:l, 33 R1. 17 "R1 ,33 ~ -=..t.. --=..ll.. 
....:...:..E... 
5.39 (104 ) 3.8 (lo-a) 2.8 (lo-a) 1.58 (lo-a) 1.26 oo-a) 3.26 (lo-a) 
Using the mean possible theoretical values of the internal con-
version coefficients from Table II and the relation, 
s = gl,17 + gl,33 = 27 
X X X 
we have, 
s~· 17 = 14.8 and s~· 33 = 12.2. 
Now using these values for the areas.of the x ray peaks along with the 
values of Table IV, the following values were determined for the K-shell 
internal conversion coefficients, 
arid 
QI~' 17 = 2 .08!0 '18 (10-4 ) 
Qll, 33 
K 1.55±0.14 (10- 4 ). 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
For a gannna ray of electric or magnetic multipole radiation, 
the following two selection rules must be obeyed in the gamma transi-
tion: L (1) The photon which is emitted from a 2 electric or magnetic 
multipole has angular momentum Ln with respect to the position of the 
multipole. Thus, if I and I' are the angular momenta.in units:of 1i 
of the initial and final states of the radiating system, then L must 
have the value II - I'\ :;;; L :;;; Jr + I'\ with the lowest value of .L most 
probable. (2) This s.election rule governs the parity change between 
initial and final states. Electric 2L -pole or magnetic 2L -pole·. ra4ia-
tion occurs only between states of the same parity if Lis even and 
only between states of opposite parity if Lis odd. 
The K-shell internal conversion coefficient fo~ Csi 37 was found 
to be 0.099, .which agrees with the. theoretical value for magne~ic 
24 -pole radiation. l Now it is known that the spins of the ground states 
·'. 
of Csi 37 and Bai 37 are 7/2 and 3/2, respectively, and that Csl~ 7 decays 
by beta.emission either to the ground state of Bal 37 or to an excited 
( 
state of Bai 37 , which then decays by single gamma ray emissionito the 
ground state of Bai 37 . This gamma.ray is highly internally converted 
(45, 46). It can be assumed that the ground state of Bal 37 has even 
parity as predicted by the nuclear shell model (47). Now from the work 
of Langer and Moffat (48), 61 = ± 2 and there is a change in parity. 
Since the gamma.ray is magnetic 24 -pole radiation, the selection rule 
· obeyed in the gamma transition is JI - I'\ s; 4 .s; \I + I' 1· The parity 
45 
46 
of the Ba1 :3 7 excited state must be odd and the spin I must satisfy the 
condition Jr - 3/21 ::;; 4 ::;; Jr + 3/2J. Thus, . the spin I o.f the Ba137 excited 
state must be 11/2 as indicated in the decay scheme of F.igure 17. An 
assignmept of 9 /2 to this state can be ruled out since this would permit 
electric 23 -pole radiation and the internal conversion coefficient 
would be much different from the experimental value . 
. csl37 
s 
11/2 odd 
y M -24 
3/2 even 
Figure 17. Decay Scheme of Cs137 
The K-shell internal conversion coefficients for Co60 were found 
1.55 (104 ). These measurements 
agree with those obtained by other methods given in Table I. The 
values indicate that both the gamma.rays of Co60 are electric quadrupole 
(22 -pole) radiations. This agrees with the angular correlation measure-
ment (49) and the polarization-direction correlation measurement (50) 
which assigned the states of Ni60 involved in the decay oLCoeo as 0, 
.2, and 4, respectively. Thus with the measurement of the internal 
conversion coefficients for the two gamma rays, the type of radiation 
is determined and the parities of the nuclear levels relative to each 
other can be fixed. It can be assumed that the ground state for Co~ 0 
has spin 5 and even parity since this is predicted by the nuclear 
shell model and is not inconsistant with the results. From the ratio 
47 
of the·. two. conversion coefficients . it is quite certain that the t:w;o 
gamma rays have the same parity, for example, if. one of them is a 
magnetic quadrupole having odd parity, the other cannot be .an electric 
quadrupole having even·parity but could be either magnetic quadrupole 
or electric octupole . 
. The selection rules .for electric quadrupole radiation are 
jI - I' J :s: 2 .:s: jI + I' J and no parity change. Comparison of the. results 
with the angular correlation and polarization measurement.s fixe.s the 
spins and parities of the three Ni60 nuclear levels.involved in the 
decay of Co60 as 0, 2 and 4 with all three levels having even parity 
as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 18. Decay Scheme of Co60 
At present, .the scintillation spectrometer is not a high resolution 
device. Little improvement in resolution has been made in the past 
six years. If any .improvement is to be made in this respect, the most 
likely source will be higher efficiencies in converting kinetic energy 
of electrons to light in the crystal and in the convers.ion of light 
back to electrons at the photocathode. Perhaps the answer to·the 
problem of resolution lies in a device called the crystal conduction 
counter. In such a counter, following the interaction of the incident 
radiation with the crystal, . an electric pulse is sensed qirectly as at a 
.48 
boundary of the crystal. The energy transfers mentioned in the scin-
tillation process are eliminated. The idea of the crystal. conduction 
counter has been around for a number of years and the inherently 
better energy ·resolution of this counter has never.been achieved in 
practice. The experimental difficulties that have prevented the 
general application of this type of counter have been.reviewed by 
.·Hofstadter (51). 
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APPENDIX A 
.EXPANSION OF THE RADIATION FIELD 
IN SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
We can write -the solution to the wave equation as, 
cp~ (k'r) :: l<fL (kv-) YLM ( e, cp) (A. l) 
in which ( (kr) ::(t(rr\ Jl-+~ \k r) , , where J. is the bessel function 
and -Y::" (e,<.p) is the normalized sphericalharmonic. Now cp~ satisfies 
the equations 
v" cp~ -kz c:p~ -= o (A.2) 
Itmaybe shown that the radiation potentials can be written as (52) 
A {Q) _ / 1 \ "" 
1..M -\IZJ"~f\. 
' A~:) :: LL(L+ 1)r?. \ r x \7) Cf)~ 
A(e) r, 'l. ( )\\"1 .. L.M -:lk L L+I~ vx(rx.v)cpL.,.,. 
in which the subscripts 1, m, e, on the ALM refer to longitudinal, 
magnetic an.d electric radiations, respectively. 
Usin.g the unit vectors 
' -l. .. .i. 
- ? '2. ( ' ' ' ' Lo\, ::. - ,_ ,._ + ~ i ) ) 
such th~t all vectors may be written 
v = la-Vr ua- -= 14" vii" u(!" 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
where ~a- .... • II" • u.. ":. U.a- and \J ~ v~ for a real vector' . we may. express the com-
53 
(A.6) 
(A. 7) 
(A.8) 
with the notation 
q,'-M (I< r')-:. k J"1.. (k l"')Y: (e', ~') 
'-\'~(kr-)-: I< Ht\k~)Y~ (e,'P) 
I :. I,(1" uir u.ir: t t + 1 ! -i- ~ K 
where J1... ( k r1}-:: (lo-,Y~ J°i..+ ~ (\.c: r') , . and 
54 
in which J is the bessel function and H(l) the hankel function of the 
first kind, the well known relation 
.l.kX' -.I. ~ {I\ 
· ex -:. (ir(4rv-') i. L..(2.L.+1)J"L.1-l;_ (~r') H1.-1-~ (\o·) Ft (cos®) 
\. 
where r is greater than r', ')(: \ r - r' I , 18) is the angle between r and 
r' , and L. 
P1.(c.es6)-: [t~+i] LYi.~~(e', cp')Y~(e, I()) 
"""·l. 
may be ·wri.tten (e:") 1 ~ (·~~')~'/It' f." • L,u~ u~. 
Introducing the vectors BLM which bear the same relationship to 
M M 
,'±\ as the ALM to ·(pt., it can be shown that (53) (p. 486) 
I B (;.\ A'') 'Ii' ,. I \,]J"' t.1• "1 Ct. v.¢" 1../111 L.M • Ti.. ~L. L., I" 
• Ii 
I.I'll.. I.M 
so·that 
The radiation potentials in the different gauges are easily obt~ined. 
The equations of gauge transformation are 
A-= A'+ "v A (A.9) 
1 f h ·v'l. , - J ?. "I -:. C • where A is a. so ution o t e wave equation A. 1;1. ,... 
a-t.'1. 
In the Reitler gauge div A' = , 1 = 0. ,Since the sole 6ondition on 
'\ .l_ M -,i.kt 
A is that it satisfy. the wave equation, we may take A:. I<. cf 1.. e 
so that <i1 -:. - :... ~~ e·;,kt 
dt 
Ai -- Al"") e·~"d 1.M I or 
A 0\ -~kt VA: L/'11\ -e 
A(,e\ -.:.1<.t 
LM e ' 
In this gauge, .therefore, the expressions for cp and A are 
' M A(~) 
·o) A<,..,.,.., A (e) !. <(>L. ) ' . 0) Liv\ J L. /\,\ .I LM • 
The expressions for the scalar and vector 
conventional gauge can be obtained. Take 
f_ L J~ M - ~ kt A. :. - L\<'l. ( L + I~ 'PL e 
so that the scalar potential is 
U · r. L )~ M .,.: kt 
c;p:-cit :-"'LC+i 'PL. e 
and "(_I')-:. _ f-.!::._ 1 ~ A(~\ e· ~kt 
I LL+ I 'J L./1,\ • 
potentials 
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in the 
The electric multipole vector potential is then obtained.from the 
equation. of gauge transformation, 
A (E) - A (e) - f-LJ \. A (R.) 
"' - \.M Ll.+l I.M 
The magnetic multipole·vector potential remains as 
A ("W\) -:. [.1:_J1. (r ')( v) <p M 
L.M 1,.;,1] L • 
Hence in the conventional gauge there are no longitudinal potentials, 
and the electric multipoles have both scalar and vector potentials. 
APPENDIX B 
,EVALUATION OF ~NTEGRA~S 
The Reitler gauge·is used in the following.calculations ·in order 
to simplify·the evaluatiqns as much as possible. 
1. Evaluation of U o -:: (d< .• / l-le:w H...,., + f J Lw-k-;.."" 
. Time-dependent perturbation theory tells 
I I J. He,w 1-11,)o 
w +~-~~ 
us that the traqsition 
probility·pe;r unit time is appreciable only.if energy is conserved 
between initial and final states (53). According to Schiff the second 
term in the integrand cannot be ignored. We can take·it into account 
by integrating the first term from -oo to +co instead of from Oto -hxi. 
+• +-
Uta'.: f aw He.wHwo = '2.'TT ee' If dll,? 
• 00 w-k-i..'Y) LM• .... w(w-k-..:'\) 
(B .1) .Then 
X f F'l' 't'/ [ °' , A'.~ (k r\ + ''l'~!')(k r~i' 1 ~ L)d ,y' {>; l ·><', A".;, l) (k r')- i. ,p~l •( I< fj PJ 
where the superscript (i) refers to the·longitudinal,,magnetic and 
. electric 2L. multipole, and cP,'-1(.(\ o 
I,. 
f . d (rll.M((_\_ cp Ml. • or 1. = II!, e an T. 
L, of the bracketed terms may be writti:n as 
L"'I~ b fd1,jd-r' '/'/ 4>1• [ o<, 1<'~ (<r) .,,', A~~,.. (k r') + • ,( (kr)o<'. A[~•(• r') 
- .~ cpi."1'\kr')to(, A~~ (l<r) + ~~(kr) <p~""(l<.r'D't'~ ~;,, 
Since the hamiltonians have the form, 
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The 
(B .2) 
we obtain 
and 
Cl(, A(~)M(~l")-:.(~)cx • ~~~(kr)-:. (i,)O(• ~ c:p~<'ccr) 
: ( ~) L ~~ (\<r-) H - \i <{)~ (k~~ 
o( 1 , A~~ 1\kr) -:. (~) L <ft\l'< r) r\ 1 - H' ,f \kr'~. 
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The (B.2) reduces to fd'l'fa'Y'~~li/'[ID<•A~~(kv-)1,<',A[~(k~) 
. + ~ - ( w;elJ I~~ (K~) 'f~,k~)] \f', qi~ 
Hence ~M 
Uta-:. ? 'i e e' fd~ Jd'I'' 'ff*' ~f" [f :t:-1<.;. >< <; L =-( • A~~ (~1"') ~'·A~~,... \\<r) 
•OCI Y\ LL.~~ . 
+ 1 [1- w;i~J ~~(I<\') f1.~«(Kr-'J]'\,I._~~. 
Now, the dependence of 'f't1(1o<) and A~,_,(k~) on k is confined to the 
spherical bessel function JL (kx) which each contains. We will consider 
the case where r is greater than r' and make substitution, 
·q,t~\'\-: \.\r(kr) + H~)(~r). The integral is to be evaluated for conservation 
of energy, that is, W = E = k = w •. Then,. from the location of the pole, 
it is clear that only the H?) (kr) part of JL (kr) will contribute to 
the integral. Therefore, ( . 
Uh-: ('2.",. e ,e' i;J Jc1~Jl"r'' lft~: [~;•BL~ (wr) ,< ot.. 1• A1.t~ '(.wY") 
-?: ~I.M(W\") Cff'1'1'(u1"')] 1.\,1~ cJ,,:. (B .3) 
where the BLM differs from the ALM only, in the replacement of JL by 
Now in general, .the radiation field does not contain all the multi-
poles. The selection rules usually restrict the radiation field to a 
given multipole, say the 2L-th, of a particular type (1, e or m). 
In this case (B.1) reduced to 
ufo -:. i "IT e ~, J;(:~-.. "I) f Jiy ~ * [c,( · AL.~ (l<r)-\- i.. ,f\k v-)J I.\J~ 
'I.. u d,-' 4it ["'',A,~<•,-')-,'(•,~~)] tJ (B .4) 
where it is to, be remembered that CPL = 0 ,for electric and magnetic 
radiation. .Carrying. ou.t the integration over w, (B .4) becomes 
U.f.~-:. (2.tt'2.ee' ~) [fa"t'-,i/(co<., \'?,1.~(w\")-+ i... ~L."'(~rJ \.f/L} 
~ tfair' ;; [cw', AL: (w1-1) .;_ 'f'1.~ 1f' w~)J 4\.J 
returning to (B.3) we note that from Appendix A, 
~r.,l'I( ~ '-k (wr) 'P."' (wr') :. (...!e_ \ ~ L 1. 1. 2.'li.,,i) ')(. 
LM 
"' (.'.) ' A(~) llll 1. ) ~ (.( \ ~). I ~ o< • .81.M ( i.,1") rx ' 1.~ \1.;::it' :. L rx. • BL"" (wr) A'-"" (wl"') • o<. 
L.1111~ ::. c:,( ·(.!!L\(~)!·~'-::/ ~\(~)(o<·o<') 
i_ ,,'L A,J \ ><. \1 Tl\, ... ) \ '/.. 
and 
Substitution of these results into (B.3) gives 
. { .:.wi<) 
U~c,-:. - -E.>~' fe"t'JJ ,y '\)_/''}it ( I - ~. t1<.') \7 'f~· ~..; 
The same result is obtained for Uro when r is. less than r' . 
. 2. Evaluation of (d~ 1-1.,w 1-lwo + M~..., \.l~o 
J< W - k - ~ I\'\ w + ~o -,;.,i 
following the same procedure as above, the integral reduces to 
J;., \kowlz. ':: rd·~ (w-1<) \ ~9w\'L +• ""id: '.'l \ ~o~ \7. w-k·~vi (LAl·l<)t-t- ""\t. • (w-1<)1.+'\'ti. 
•GO •.., IIIO 
,The first integral on the right represents the principal value part 
of the original integral and is usually neglected. In the second 
integral, I 1-1., .. ,J is a slowly varying function of w, For small 11, the 
.58 
denominator has a sharp minimum for w = k, so that the integrand has 
a sharp maximum. We may therefore take \"awfoutside the integral sign 
to replace it by its value at w = k, \H.~f. Hence, i ..... l. f ... d 1142....! I I II \'lo du.) 1\-\ - . \ \' ' W . , : ':. ..., "ok ( \'L 'l. - "-Tf \.\o\( ::. ,.;. 'f, 
-oo W-k-~'r) .Qo c..:>•k.1 -i-'YJ. 
, where ( 2.) I \' \'He,\( \2 :. \i.2, e' jc!'l''~;[~' · A~~ •cw~)- i..c:p~ ""((.-)r'~ \>~ 
·3 .. Evaluation of fdE-L. Hwa, 1 , fdc:[H:..,e. "\ jl (e- k·.1."\)J ' (E-k·..:."'1)J 
In the manner as above we have, 
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4. · Evaluation of 
Comparison of this integral with that denoted by Uro and using Appendix 
A,. we have that this integral is U0 f = Uf O • 
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